TOPICS

**English:**
- Introduction of the new reader “Storm Castle”.
- Past Tense (Regular verbs)
- Verb with “ing”
- Phonics: Short and Long vowel “I”
- Reinforcement of punctuation
- Interesting Sentences
- Forming questions

**Maths:**
- Introduction of 10 x table
- Dividing by 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 times table
- Time in minutes
- Reinforcement of + and – sums.

**Science:**
- Looking after plants

ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

**English:**
Students designed an attractive cover page of their reader “Storm Castles”.
Roll the dice activity was done intriguing the little minds to think.
Students shared with their partners about the activities they did at home using “Past Tense”.

**Mathematics:**
An enjoyable role play “The Doorbell Rang” was done to learn the concept of division.
Sharing of cookies equally was demonstrated in class. Later the concept was reinforced by dividing cubes into different groups.

**Science:**
Children investigated the affect of light and water on the growth of plants.
They also used different colours to observe the transportation of water through the stem of flower.

---

**C is for Choices:** According to Jim Fay, author of ‘Becoming a Love and Logic Parent’, giving children choices is more effective than making demands. He suggests “Never give choices if it might cause problems for you or anyone else”. Give only two options for each choice, both equally okay with you. For example, would you like peas or carrots? Or do you want to do your homework now or in 15 minutes?. If the child doesn’t decide within 10 seconds, make the choice for him or her.